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Nixon re-affirms
support for Agnew
WASHINGTON |AP)
President
Nuon acknowledged that bribery and
kickback allegations against Vice
President Spiro T Agnew are "serious
and not frivolous" but declared
yesterday that the vice president
should be presumed innocent
Noting the
rather white-hot
atmosphere'' swirling around Agnew.
Nixon said he hopes Agnew will not be

tried and convicted in the press and on
television by leaks and innuendoes''
And he said he had never asked the
vice president to resign
THE PRESIDENT defended Asst
Atty Gen Henry Petersen. the clue!
Agnew target in the controversy over
news leaks on a Baltimore grand jury
investigation of Agnew

Agnew jurors asked
to dismiss reports
Talking
it over

MMnpMi by MhM O. Onm
Sand* Rebimon, centar a member of the Student Development Program staff,
dbwnooi the program with Dale Mitchell, junior (B.A.). and Saronna Dority,

Imlar(AoVS).

BALTIMORE (API The Baltimore
federal grand jury investigating Vice
President Spiro T Agnew was warned
by a judge yesterday l »disregard news
stories involving the inquiry because
they
frequently arc wholly or
partially inaccurate "
US District Court Judge Waller E
Hoffman, specially assigned to handle

SDP relieves cultural shock'

With widely varying backgrounds,
interests and lifestyles, you might
wonder how they work as a group il
they do
But they all share one commitment
the education of minority students at
the University.
"They'' are the members of the
University's Student Development
Program (SDPl staff

swore he'd never go to school again
But after graduating with a
bachelor's degree in political science
and speech, he entered the University
and earned a masters degree in College
Student Personnel
He is SDP's
associate director
Now, by using his experiences and
those of other staff members and
students, he said he tries to help his
students recover from culture shock at
the University
It's a situational kind of job." Davis
said " We have to take the situation as
it is. a rural University with no blacks
in town and no ethnic culture in town
"What bothers me about Bowling
Green sometimes is that people tend to
downplay experience." he said "For
instance, no one wants to talk about the
effect of a white person having a black
roommate
I think the whole
experience thing needs to be uplifted "

WARREN B. Davis. 26. said he
might be described as the SDP staff
"rebel " "I'll talk whether you want
me to or not." he said "I tell people
where I'm at "
A few years ago he was "at"
Defiance College as a student Finding
the predominantly white college a
"real culture shock" and thinking
school was a "farce." Davis said he

A WHITE MAN might find it
difficult to function within a program
primarily designed for black students
Not Frank L Conaway
"I think I have good rapport with the
kids If you're a phony, they know
you're a phony." Conaway said. "You
can't exist in a program like this if you
don't believe in it."
Conaway. 31. is assistant director for

Editor's Note: The fallowing U the
third la • fear-part series oa Ike
I'elversiiy'i Stadeal Developmeal
Program Part Fear will appear
tomorrow.
By Katkl Hattoa
They dress casually Harely. if ever,
will you see them in suits and ties But
you will probably find them in their
off ices long alter 5 p.m.

Segretti catalogues tricks
during Watergate inquiry
WASHINGTON (API
Donald H
Segretti yesterday catalogued his
inventory of tricks against 1972
Democratic presidential candidates,
apologized and said they have no place
in election campaigns
i don't call any of the things I did at
that time pranks." Segretti told the
Senate Watergate committee "I don't
think there should be pranks or dirty
tricks or whatever you call it in the
polite.il system
Segretti, a 32-year-old lawyer from
Lot Angeles, said he was recruited for
his activities by Dwight L Chapin,
then President Nixon's appointments
secretary Segretti said also he kept in
frequent contact with Chapin.
■E SAID be had agents in a half
doaea slates and personally employed
diverse tactics like phony letters
coatauiing faked charges, planting a
stiok bomb in campaign headquarters,
inserting classified advertisements
under ficticious names and distributing
signs, bumper stickers and pamphlets
under the names of non-existent
committees
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recruitment and administrative
relations
"I believe every minority student
who graduates from high school should
have the opportunity to go to college."
he said "I don't think high school
background makes that much of a
difference "
Conaway joined SDP during the
summer of 1971 although he had
worked closely with the program
through his previous position in the
admissions office While serving as
assistant director of admissions.
Conaway helped coordinate recruiting
of minority students.
"In these limes when money is short.
we're (SDPl still here." he said "The
major reason0 We're a successful
program "
SANDE B. Kobinson is beginning her
third and last year with the program
She said her work with the program
has helped her learn to "speak out and
speak up" She is SDP's assistant
director of counseling services
"I don't think a college education is
for everybody." she said, "but I try to
help those who want it and encourage
others just to give it a try
"Hopefully, we're helping black
people the best way we can in their
particular field of endeavor.'"
Kobinson said.
While Bowling Green affords her an
atmosphere of safety, she said she
misses the diversity and cultural
activities of a bigger city. "And there
is not a black community here outside
of the student body." she added
Robinson said next year she would

like to work at a black institution or
own and operate a retail business
But I love this job I look forward to
getting up and coming lo work in (he
morning." she said
WINSTON H. Maddux. 23. said he
might be described as "UV youngster"
of the SDP staff
"I'm constantly learning new and
different ways to do things." he said
"My job pushes you to be about
yourself and to further yourself pushing you to share knowledge,
feelings, thoughts, beliefs, concepts,
yourself."

the Agnew probe, summoned the jury
to an extraordinary public hearing
after meeting privately for an hour and
a half with lawyers for Agnew and Ihe
Justice Department
HE LECTURED JURORS for IB
minutes on their responsibilities in
investigating crimes against the
United States no matter who it
involves, cautioned them to keep their
work secret even after it is completed,
and directed them to disregard
personal political views in the interest
of justice.
Hoffman, a Virginia judge brought
into the case after all nine federal
judges in Maryland disqualified
themselves because of friendship with
Agnew. said news reporters "are
integral and necessary parts of our
lives" who sometimes stray from Ihe
truth
Agnew has denounced news leaks
about the investigation blaming the
Justice Department tOUTCM, and has
labeled
"damned lie
published
allegations that he conspired lo extort
bribes from contractors, sometimes in
Ihe guise of political campaign
contributions

"If I did not support Mr Petersen's
handling of the investigation," Nixon
said, he would have been removed at
this time "
Nuon ranged over other foreign and
domestic issues in the half-hour news
conference, his third in five weeks, as
he said
-Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky
should reconsider his decision closing
special transit
facilities for Jews
leaving Ihe Soviet Union because "We
simply cannot have governments,
small or large, give in to international
blackmail by terrorist groups
-Secretary of Slate Henry A.
Kissinger w II visit Peking Oct 26-29 to
pursue trade and other issues of
mutual concern Kissinger also will
visit Japan while in the Far East
-HE WILL TRAVEL to Europe
himself "in three or four months" and
also lo Japan before the end of next
year with the precise timing of the
trips dependent both on foreign
consultations and on
"my
responsibilities on Ihe domestic front "
-Three declarations of principle,
rather than one. are being negotiated
lor signing during his visits to Europe
and Japan tine is intended to update
the Atlantic Alliance, another deals
specifically with economic issues and
the third is a more general declaration
to "breathe new life and new purpose
and new spirit" into relations with US
allies
-On the political scene, he won't
endorse any Republican contender to
succeed him in the White House until
they have been tried in the field of
battle' in the presidential primaries.
He wouldn I discuss possible
i badges in his economic game plan and
declined lo take sides in a debate over
whether the nation's unemployment
goal should be four per cent or five per
cent

To page seven
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Homecoming concerf canceled
The Union Activities Organization lUAO) announced
yesterday that il would not present a Homecoming concert
this year
Craig Lovullo. senior (Kd.) and chairman of the
performing arts committee, said the committee contacted
at least 12 major groups during the summer, but was unable
to make any arrangements with them.
"We were limited by two factors." Lovullo said "One
was getting a group on a specific date and the other was the
restricted gross potential we could realize from the sale of
tickets without making them too expensive for students "
THE COMBINATION of these factors made it almost
impossible to find any major group. Ixivullo said
"Up to Friday ol last week we were assured that Roberta
Flack would be able to appear here on Oct 18." Lovullo
continued. "Today, we received word that, due to a change
in plans. Miss Flack would not be returning from an

engagement in Jamaica until Oct 18 and so would not be
able to perform here."
l .owillo said this cancelation came too late for UAO to try
to book a major act
"These are circumstances that UAO is not happy with
because we have made a genuine effort to bring someone
in." Lovullo said "What we would like to do and what we
would like to have is always limited by time, place and
money."
LOVULLO ADDED that UAO hopes to present a major
concert at a later date. For Homecoming, it will sponsor a
dinner-dance Saturday. Oct 20. Students can attend either
or both events he said. Ticket sale will be announced later
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity tentatively will sponsor a
concert Saturday. Oct 20. at 8 p.m in Anderson Arena. John
Grant, the fraternity's social chairman, announced The
concert will feature Tower of Power, Freddy King, and El
Koacho. Tickets are $3 50 and the concert is open to the
public

At one point he said he paid II
persons and later agreed the figure
was 28 He said his people operated in
Florida. New Hampshire. California,
Wisconsin. Pennsylvania and
Washington. DC.
"Were you aware it is unlawful to
send salacious and libelous letters'1"
asked Sen Daniel K Inouye (DHawaiil.
"I'm certainly aware of it now,"
said Segretti, who earlier this week
pleaded guilty to three misdemeanor
counts stemming from a false mailing
Segretti said he told thenpresidential counsel John W Dear. HI
about his activities last October when
the Washington Post was preparing to
publish a number of details. After the
story was published, the White House
dismissed comment on the allegations.
SEGRETTI SAID the original
federal Watergate prosecutors asked
him no questions about how he was
paid when he appeared before the
grand jury, although they had
discussed it briefly beforehand. A juror
brought up the question. Segretti said.
He corroborated testimony that he
was paid 145.000 in salary and expenses
by Herbert W Kalmbach, Nixon's
personal lawyer, after being hired by
Chapin and Gordon Strachan. another
White House aide He had been friends
with the two mn while attending the
University of Southern California
Segretti was the second witness in
the "dirty tricks" phase of the
Watergate
bearings.
Committee
staffers said the next witnesses will be
Robert M Benz and Douglas Kelly,
two Segretti agents in Florida

Glistening waters

memories of a warm summer gone by.

tJZZtZZfitt
rino Pond appears at a too of glow
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program survives
budget cutback
The Experimental Studies Program deserves to be
commended for keeping learning alternatives alive despite a
huge budget cutback last year from 160.000 to $40,000.
The program, which offered between 25 and 30 seminars last
year, had to cut down to 13 seminars this year. It is fortunate that
the program was not dropped entirely as the 13 seminars provide
education in areas that are not readily accessible in the
established curriculum.
Some of the seminars include courses in the organic agriculture movement, searching for religious self-awareness,
introduction to the Women's Movement and also Spanish Dance.
A very worthwhile seminar is a course in learning how to tutor,
which is offered by the Student Development Program.
Experimental Studies provides the vehicle for the four hours
credit.
Through the direction of Dr. Trevor Phillips the program has
done well considering the budget cutback, because of the
creativity displayed by those in Experimental Studies.
An example of this creativity and the flexibility of the program
is displayed in the independent study offerings.
Experimental Studies provides students with an opportunity to
gain experience in a practical way outside the classroom through
its independent study program.
For example, how better could a student learn how to manage
a ski resort and get 16 hours of credit for it than by actually going
to Colorado to study a ski resort as one student is doing this
quarter?
Budget Council members should keep in mind the experience
two politically-oriented students are getting in Washington this
quarter as interns for congressmen.
Certainly many of those taking political science courses are
not going to get first-hand experience in Washington politics until
after graduation.
The financial situation of Experimental Studies should be
noted along with the benefits the program provides for students
when the budget decisions are made for next year, even sooner,
if possible.
The creative possibilities provided by Experimental Studies
are too far-reaching to cut back any further.

sub-budget council
Where has all the money gone?
Your $50- a -quarter general fee money, that is.
If you think the University is not spending your money wisely,
apply for a position on Sub-budget Council.
The council is responsible for allocating students' general fees
to campus organizations requesting money.
The group's recommendations must go through the Budget
Council and the Board of Trustees for final approval.
Last year's Sub-budget Council wisely and effectively made
recommendations, almost all of which were approved and
carried out.
The efforts of last year's council speak for themselves:
The council:
-Agreed to increase the Union budget to $623,100;
-Found that some contract salaries for the golf course staff
were being increased by more than 10 per cent Relying on the
guidelines for only a 4 per cent salary increase and possible
cutbacks in travel and supplies, it agreed to cut the golf course
budget to $17,000 or $600 less than was originally requested.
-Recommended the same $500,000 allocation for health
services. The group suggested cutting food service costs and
reducing travel expenses rather than increasing student fees for
services to the Health Center.
The above recommendations were only a few of the many
made by the council.
So instead of griping about where your money is being spentdo something about it.
Pick up an application in the Student Activities Office, 405
Student Services Bldg. Application deadline is 5 p m. Monday.

castigating the Washington crook
as our nation hangs the sheriff
Watergate baa poaed Americana a
pretty question—whom should they
have more contempt for. the President
or the presa?
They have framed a wierdly
equitable answer, sorting out their
animosities They agree that Nixon did
wrong, but think the press was wrong
to call him wrong. They hesitantly
castigate the crook, then zestifully
hang the sheriff.
The most revealing aspect of this
whole matter was the readiness of
people to believe the worst about their
own landslide choice for President.
LAST SPRING, with no evidence to
go on. a majority of those polle

To the editor
The recent publication "Bowling
Creen in a Nutshell'' is interesting, and
ion balance)
worthwhile. Those
responsible are to be commended
1 thought the article on study habits
was very good.
Some of the statements in the
"Career Preview'' section are highly
inaccurate and misleading. It seems
unfortunate that those preparing it did
not check with experts in the field,
including our own career planning and
placement people
For example, the "Accountant''
listing is approximately 100 per cent
wrong; the "Economist" (1) listing is
misleading, to say the least.
(1) As an example. Wall Street
Journal, June 5. 1973, shortage of
accountants and Federal Government
paying an $1800 premium-above
starting salaries in other areas

First, I spent twenty minutes trying
to get an operator
When she finally answered, I was
disconnected Then it took another
fifteen minutes to reach the operator
again
THIS WAS not the first time that I
have experienced difficulty with the
phone company Certainly this type of
service isn't necessary
If the phone company is that busy, or

w£^^rm

thought Nixon knew of the break-In at
Democratic headquarters all along.
That tells us more about the
electorate than about the President
himself People had chosen a man they
had little if any respect for. Despite the

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall

RADICAL CHIC and the counterculture must be stamped out. If that
took a Kent State. Mr. Mitchell would
airily dismiss all evidence of
murderers in uniform
If it meant framing Father Philip
Berrigan, the Administration would go
along with Mr. Hoover's absurd
charges. It it meant mass arrests on
illegal grounds, the government would
do that on Mayday.
If It meant breaking into the office of
Dr Ellsberg's psychiatrist, the White
House would arrange for that.
BY AND LARGE this country gets
the leaders it deserves That is what
the system provides for When we get a

man of shabby standards, with no
clarity of honor about him, that is
because we wanted him
There was dirty work to be done,
things no fastidious leader would stoop
to. We choose our national ticket as
some cynical men would choose policemen-arguing that they have to be as
cruel and unscrupulous as the thugs
they are assigned to capture
Only this, it seems to me, can
explain the two things that seem
contradictory at (irst-the readiness to
admit that Nixon has no real claim
upon our trust, and the resentment
against those who voice this large
shared assumption.
THE ELECTORATE knows, all too
well, that Nixon was a shabby
instrument for doing mean work But it
was their work he was doing, and they
do not want to face that fact Here lies
the real importance of Watergate, its
implied moral judgment on the nation
in its entirety. If the leaders were
squalid, we just got the leaders we
deserved.
Copyright. It73, Ualversal Press
Syndicate

Watergate committee losing
courage, curiosity and style
NEW YORK. N.Y.-A funny thing
happened to the Senate Watergate
committee over the summer holidays
It lost all Its courage, curiosity, style,
perspective, integrity, indignation and
sense of mission It stumbles, bumbles
and apologizes. If the White House
»../Is the senators a basket of roses,
nobody can say it's not deserved
The crumpled spirit of this select
committee is sad to behold. A great
deal of pride and hope had been
invested in these seven men.
We felt better about the country
because Sen Sam Ervin (DN.C.) and
his boys were sitting there, asking the
question), all of us at home have been
longing to ask
BUT NOW some of us are prepared
to burn our Sen Sam T-shirts and
declare inoperative all our tribute to
Sen. Howard Baker's (R-Tenn I boyish
charm
As he struts and frets,

crime bill.
Against consumer
protection bills, prison reform, urban
renewal and cutting the oil-depletion
allowance
Harriet Vaa Home

embellishing trite thoughts for the
hometown paper. Baker's charm is
fairly elusive.
Television is still the great assayer
of the sterling ore of talent. Sen
Baker, despite the gentle courtesy and
engaging smile, no longer seems to be
a man who puts principle above
politics.
His persona now matches his voting
record, for the Pentagon, right down
the line, for the confirmation of
Carswell and Haynsworth. for the
Vietnamese war and the no-knock

registration drive
Office of Voter Awareiesi
3M William. Hall
37Z-ZM7
Again we announce that the Office of
Voter Awareness is conducting a
massive voter registration drive. For
the rest of this week this office will
provide a bus which will take students
to the Board of Elections to register
This bus will be provided free of
charge and will pick up students in
front of the union during the following
times Thursday-2 30-4 30 p.m. and
Friday-3 30-5:30pm

TO ENCOURAGE students to take
advantage of this opportunity to
register to vote, publicity will be
aimed primarily toward on-campus
students, due to a lack of manpower in
attempting to personally reach anyone
off-campus
However, all students, on or offcampus, are encouraged to register If
there are any questions concerning
voter registration, the Office of Voter
Awareness will be open from 9-5 p.m.
today and Friday

H ■

from our readers...
inaccuracies

Garry WIIU

majesty of his office, his putative
concern with larger matters, and his
own explicit denials, most Americans
were disposed to think that Nixon had
stooped to this petty crime.
Why did they choose him, then?
Because the job they wanted done took
a certain meanness and inaensitivity.
They wanted radic-libt and kida and
demonstrators quashed-and they were
not squeamish about the means.

shorthanded that they cannot answer
the phone, why not hire more
operators? I'm sure there are plenty of
students who would appreciate such a
job.
In conclusion, the phone system in
Bowling Ureen is certainly in need of
repair Hopefully, someone will look
into the revision o( the system It is
definitely needed, as soon as possible
Kevin A. Moore
205 Kohl

Amy Vanderbilt. author of the
"Complete Book of Etiquette." and
launcher of a courtesy course for
Manhattan cab drivers, advising how
to address a member of the fair sex:
"I woaM like to be called 'Madam-. I
daa't waat to be called 'SagarpUm'
aad I doa't waat to be called Hey Yoa.
My kasbaad likes to be called 'Slr'-aot
Bad' and aot 'Mister' aad art 'Hey
Yea.'"
And on what a cabbie should do when
two make love in the back seat
"Oae el the rales at ttiaiette la to
pat yaanelf a the other persaa's
place WeaM yea like to be lacemnted
alatlaaeUkeiaJs?"

THE RESUMED hearings leave
viewers with many discordant
emotions It seemed unjust that E.
Howard Hunt, a civilized man in poor
health, should have been rotting in
prison these six months while the
members of the White House staff who
plotted the dastardly deeds of the '72
campaign walk around clothed in
righteousness
I refer to such dastards as Patrick
Buchanan, who treated the committee
with unveiled contempt and won its
servile apologies.
Here was a man deeply Involved in
the meanest, foulest campaign in
American history. Here was a man
who admitted responsibility for
several episodes that shocked the
nation, but all he had to say was. "It is
not uncommon in American politics."
to leave his inquisitors speechless
WELL. THE sort of sabotage,
burglary, forgery and flagrant lying
engaged in by Mr Nixon's staff is
uncommon in American politics
The commission on Fair Campaign
Practices, with records going back to
the early 19th-century archives, has
stated repeatedly that no candidate, no
aides to candidates ever broke the
rules quite as savagely.
Like John Ehrlichman. Buchanan
came before the Ervin committee
prepared to slug it out. It is worth
noting that the more flagrant a man's
abuse of traditional ethics, the more
arrogant and righteous he becomes
under questioning
IT HURTS to see the Ervin
committee bend under pressure
because its purpose was noble in
concept. It was, in brief, to help reestablish the true legitimacy of our
political process It was to assure
people that even though great wrongs
had been committed, the machineryfueled by moral outrage and goodwill-

The allegations against the Nixon
campaign are not mere fantasies they
are, for the most part, well
documented
We have seen copies of the leaflets
accusing Sens Hubert Humphrey ID
Minn.) and Henry M Jackson iDWash.) of "sexual misconduct." we
have read the bogus letters to the
editor and the full-page ads making- as
later admitted-totally false claims
WE HAVE heard sworn testimony of
deeds that corrupted the political
process and maligned decent men.
A Harris poll has shown that 69 per
cent of the public now believes that all
political parties have always indulged"
in that sort of "prank." as Buchanan
called it.
Among the pranks, let us remember,
were projects aimed at distorting the
whole process by which Presidents are
chosen, intended to deprive the
citizenry of one of its basic rights; free
choice in a free and open election.
It is sorry news that the networks did
not telecast the Watergate hearings
this week. They have been serving a
high purpose, forcing an ethical
confrontation between ourselves and
the Administration
THEY HAVE been instructive, they
have involved us in the affairs of our
government They have shown us the
dangers that always lurk in too mm H
money and too much secrecyj
especially when the prize is power
At least, let us be grateful that the
hearings will be carried over public
broadcasting
And let us also
remember that if the Buchanans and
the Whiteheads and the Mitchells had
had their way. public broadcasting
would be carrying nothing but
travelogues and cooking lessons And
maybe reruns of Richard Nixon's trip
to Peking.
Copyright 1(73. Los Aagelei Time.
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phone problem
The other night, after walking to
Founders Quadrangle to use the phone
because all the pay phones in Kohl Hall
were out of order, 1 spent over a half
hour trying to get an operator to place
my call.
I was only calling borne, but I was
certainly glad it wasn't an emergency
call
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was available to set matters to rights
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University to lease airport;
expansion program planned
ByCvtlsM. Hailett
Maaaglag Editor
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U.S.-SoWet ties feared
TOKYO (AP) - Three
months liter an American
liaison office opened in
Peking and despite continued people-to-people exchanges, the improvement
in I' S '-Chinese relations appears to have slowed.
The reason seems to be
growing Chinese anxiety
over moves by the United
Slates and the Soviet Union
to draw closer together,
particularly over Western
Europe
This theme was first
sounded by Premier t'hou
Kn-lai on Aug. 24 in his
report to the 10th
Communist party congress

in which he saw a Western
plot to free the Russians in
Europe for adventures
against China.
That line of thinking has
been repeated in a series of
editorials and was raised
again in the speech Tuesday
of Deputy Foreign Minister
Chiao Kuanhua before the
IN General Assembly in
New York
Peking's references to
US-China relations, which
formerly were described in
warm terms, have been
muted since the party
congress Chou dismissed
them in a single sentence,
saying they "have been
improved somewhat ''

CHIAO USED the past
tense in his long address, observing that China started
to improve her relations
with the United States' on
the basis of peaceful coexistence
Allaying Chinese fears
presumably will be one of
the major objectives of U.S.
Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger when he goes to
Peking later this month
The declaration of this
year as the 'Year of Europe'
and the convocation of the
European Security Conference indicate that
strategically the key point of
their contention is Europe.''
t'hou said

Car Wash i- Gulf —

The Wood County Airport
Authority plans to lease the
University Airport on Poe
Road and begin a long-term
expansion project designed
to enable business jets to
land there
The University will lease
the airport and some
surrounding land to the
Airport Authority shortly
after Nov. 22." according to
Daniel W Reddin III. a
Bowling Green attorney and
a member of the Airport
Authority
Reddin said the University
will lease the facilities for Ji
per year, provided the
Airport Authority makes
specified improvements
within five years of the date
the lease is signed
THE IMPROVEMENTS
include construction of a
4,200-foot runway which will
accomodate small jet
aircraft, as well as a new

Campus Pad Line has sel a new record, answering a total
of 6.435 calls during the first week of fall quarter classes
This year s total lops last year's record by 1.195 calls
The largest number of calls. 1.267. came on Wednesday.
Sept 26. the first day of classes It was the third largest
number of calls ever received in one day. the highest being
on the day last January when former President Lyndon
Johnson died
Double shifts of operators were employed during the peak
periods because the rate of calls more than doubled from
last year.

The Falconettes

15 gal. Free Wash
10 gal. 50*
5 gal. 75'
RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN

A SPECIAL BILL in the
State House of Representatives. House Bill 640.
allows the University Board
of Trustees to lease the
property. Reddin said
He said the bill doesn't
become law until Nov 22,

Fact Line calls set record

B.G.'s Precision Skating Group

gas

lighting system and an
airport beacon light. Reddin
said
The improvements are to
cost between S15O.000 and
$200,000. he added
The new runway will run
east and west from the
present runway area to the
vicinity of Interstate 75.
intersecting the present
route of Mercer Road.
Reddin said
He added that this would
make it necessary to
relocate a portion of Mercer
Road
I'll be able to give a date
when the construction will
begin after we work out the
details of the relocation with
the
County
Commissioners, Reddin said

after which the lease can be
signed
Reddin said the University
is asking only $1 per year for
the airport facilities
because it will benefit
financially by not having to
maintain it.
"We will be assuming all
expenses after the lease is
signed." he said. "The
University will have no
further expense."
University Vice President
for Operations J Claude
Scheuerman, who was involved in the negotiations

with the Airport Authority,
said the University is
leasing the airport because
it is necessary
"AS A UNIVERSITY we
are interdependent with the
community." Scheuermen
said. "This is a vital community need and we can be a
prune source of help "
Scheuerman added that
leasing the airport would
relieve the University of "a
couple or three thousand
dollars per year in on-going
expenses "
Mark DuCharme. senior

(AM), University Airport
manager, said the airport
was chosen for the Airport
Authority's expansion
program because it best met
the requirements
"They (the Airport
Authority I picked this
airport because it was the
best suited in the county for
expansion,
DuCharme
said
He added that it is a stale
requirement for every
county to have at least one
airport with a 4.200-foot long
runway

newsnotes
The Pllt'O refused to reconsider the
$98 million in rate increases okayed lor
the firm Aug 7 Ohio Bell had sought
$160 million in rate hikes
The PUCO rejected requests to reopen
the case from several parlies, including
Cleveland Councilman Kenms kminuh

Hiring plan
WASHINGTON I API
The Labor
Department announced yesterday
approval of a voluntary hiring plan to
increase the number of minority
workers in the construction trades in the
Toledo. Ohio, area
The plan, drawn up by contractors,
unions and minority groups in the Toledo
area, sets goals for hiring at least 455
additional minority workers in 15
construction crafts within five years

Case closed
COLUMBUS (API - Requests to
reopen the Ohio Bell Telephone Co rale
case were tossed out yesterday by the
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio

Mystery writer
GAINESVILLE, Pla
lAPl
Christopher Hebecca Lee. a 30-year-old
university freshman, says that her
father, detective story writer Ellery
Queen, was not as urbane as his books
would indicate "
"Here's Ellery-tall, dark.' Lee said
of her father's fictional sleuth Here's
dad-short, fat It's hard to make the
transition "

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB

Attention Men Bowlers

DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS
MON.-FRI.

All Interested Women Invited
to Try Out

There will be a meeting for those interested in trying out for the intercollegiate
Traveling Bowling Team, Thursday, Oct. 4, 7
p.m., Faculty Lounge, Union

Thurs. Oct. 4
10 to 11 p.m.
Ice Arena

If you cannot attend phone IMO 2-2343

1. 11" PIZZA AND LG. DRINK
2. SPAGHETTI, GARLIC BREAD 4 LG. DRINK
3. LARGE CHEF SALAD & LG. DRINK
ANY SPECIAL IS 4.19
NEW PHONE NUMBER 352-1411

"GIGANTIC BOOK SALE"

SENIORS
sittings for

Senior Pictures
start
October 22

Sale$l00to$995
to
off
Published from $3.95 to '25.00
• Choose from "ART TO ZOOLOGY"
• Deluxe Editions and Collector's Items
• Novels, Adventure and Non-Fiction
Early Bird Specials

"The Color Library of Art"

99

each
Published at '3.95
This Illustrated Art Series presents a rich panarama of World's Great Art, - "Old
Masters, Impressionists and Modern Giants as well as treasured art forms of
Europe, Africa, Middle East & the Orient plus biography of each painter.

"The Immortal Gibran"

$ oo

1

each

Published from '2.75 to '4.95

Make Your Appointment Now
at

310 Student Services Bldg.
or

CALL 372-0086

The Broken Wings
Mirrors of the Soul
The Procession
A Self Portrait
Spirits Rebellious
Spiritual Sayings of Kahili

Tears of Laughter
Nature of Love
Thoughts & Meditations
The Voice of the Master
The Wisdom of Gibran

"Famous Durabind Classics"

49

0
ea.

Published at '1.50 to '2.25
Each Volume in Hardbound Edition
Over 25 Titles to Choose From
Runt Tonight, College Night through Sat.
Law lie's Second Floor - lowilng Oreon, Oh.

4/TW K> New*, Thuradoy, Otttb«r 4, 1«73

WELCOME STUDENTS!
THE PORTAGE FLEA
MARKET

i TONIGHT!
I ONLY!!! |

IS NOW OPEN THE 1st & 3rd
SUNDAYS OF EVERY MONTH. AT
THE AMERICAN LEGION.
22 DEALERS, STAMPS, COINS, ETC.

LASALLE*S

]

COLLEGE NIGHT
You're Invited

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4,1973
7:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M.

•
•
•
•
•

sp

. . . IN THE UNION
LOCAL ARTWORK & GIFTS
GREETING CARDS
SUNDRY ITEMS
Hrs
Mon thru Fn.
PHOTO SERVICE
Sam - 5 p m.
CLASSROOM
Sat. 10 a.m - 3 p.m
Sun. 1 p.m - 3 p m
SUPPLIES

UCF under Investigation
Investigators are beginning to uncover the truth about
what happens in, around, and through the United Christian
Fellowship Center, 313 Thurstn. in Bowling Green
Usually reliable sources report that the activities of the
Center may be linked to many of the issues and concerns
ot the university and Bowling Green community Students,
(acuity, and community persons are allegedly implicated in
these activities.

CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS

Spokespersons tor the Center deny that there has been
any attempt at a coverup "We've got nothing to hide.''
insists Ross Miller, director According to associate direc
tor, Gene Keil. "a complete investigation would be welcome''

APPLY & CHARGE TONIGHT

A public inquiry will be launched Sunday, October 7, at 5
p m Every phase of UCF life will be examined by means of
a Marathon Meal which will conduct investigators through
the architectural, culinary, and programatic wonders of the
Center and its people

DOOR BUSTERS
MENS
Flannel Shirts

The Button
Down Is Back

For Cool Fall Days
Prints in Many Colors
SMLXL

All New Fall Looks
Long Sleeve In 1416-17

Compare at 7.50

9 99
ONLY W"
THE TRENDSETTER
SHOP OFFERS

1/3 to 1/2 off

TONIGHT

C

m

Dm

COMP.AJ9.0O- 20.00

«-$2.$3-$4
GROUP OF DESIGNER SLEEP GOWNS
IN SHORT AND LONG STYLES
EASY CARE FABRICS
P-S-M
MANY 1 OF A KIND
2nd FLOOR LINGERIE SHOP

1/2.
JEANS AND
NOVELTY PANTS
ORIG. 12.00-15.00
200 PCS AVAILABLE
BROKEN SIZES
MAIN FLOOR SPORTSWEAR

20%. 20%.

Bagatelle
Coordinate Group

ELECTROPHONIC
COMPONENT SYSTEMS

REG. 8.00 14.00

Halters • Pants •
Shirt Jackets

ONLY mm

Super Sleepwear
Bargains

Junior Dresses

Sweaters
Galore

099

• Baggie Pants w/cuffs
• Jackets • Sweaters
• Vests • Shirts

Junior
Sportswear

MARKDOWN DRESSES 25% OFF

ORIG. 3.00 to 20.00

to 11

Junior Bonanza
TONIGHT ONLY. OUR ENTIRE
REGULAR PRICED

ALL REGULAR PRICED MOSt

AND MORE!!

NOW SI"

"tJ

Junior Bonanza
TONIGHT ONLY^ OUR ENTIRE

TURTLENECK AND NOVELTY STYLES
VARIETY OF COLORS AND PATTERNS
MAIN FLOOR SPORTSWEAR

Presto Mist Styling Hot Comb
Mcnstens. Then Drys
And Styles

ORIG. 12.99

ilgg
ww

NOW lf

Lady Sunbeam Deluxe Manicure Set
COMPARE AT 18.98
ONLY

Q*

ORIG. 8.00 -24.00
TONIGHT!

MAIN FLOOR COUNTRY HOUSE

FAMOUS BRAND
SPORT SHOES
LEATHERS. PATENTS. SUEDES.
FLATS. AND STACKED HEELS

REG. 15.00 to 18.00

NOW IV

FAMOUS MAKER
COORDINATES
CHOSE FROM SKIRTS, SLACKS.
VESTS. AND TOPS

ORIG. 7.00-29.00
100% MACHINE WASHABLE

1/2.

VALUES TO 299" 2nd Floor

Burlington Pantyhose
CLOSEOUT ON RUNLESS PANTYHOSE

PREMARKED AT 2.50 PR.

SALE 0/ O
MARCHIONESS
OPAQUE PANTYHOSE
REG. 3/5.00

ORIG 14 99

2nd Floor Houstwar.s

00

1/3 off 166

GE 8 tup Percolator

11)99

AIL WITH AM/FM STEREO RADIOS. AUTOMATIC
C-ARRARO RECORD PLAYERS. 8 TRACK TAPE PLAYERS
SOME WITH 8 TRACK RECORD
EVEN QUADRAPHONIC SOUND

ONLY fi"
V

MENS SWEATERS
• ALL FAMOUS MAKES
• CRtWNECKS
• V-NECKS
• BUTTON FRONT

•ORIG.4.99-22. 50

999

Tonight Only!
WITH ANY
ESTEE LAUDER PURCHASE

• ASST. COLORS

ONLY A.

SALE 0/ L

u

Q75

" 9

Free Purse Size

YOUTH DEW
PARFUM

MAIN FLOOR SPORTSWEAR

LASAJXE*S

Investigators must be curious, hungry, and somewhat
personable Especially needed are investigators interested
in one or more of the following
Spirit growth
tutoring a child
helping a handicapped person
small group Christian fellowship
working through personal problems
relating to issues
lively worship
being a Crisis Phone volunteer
being a Karma volunteer
. Christian sisterhood in Kappa Phi
Investigators will receive tasty honoraria

W—<1>, Omfcw 4, 1*73, The M N. wt Pofl. 5

Planning office checks income
The term " resource
planning may sound dull,
but the function of the new
University office should
prove a blessing to Ohio taxpayers and students fooling
the bill for higher education.
Headed by Or. Michael
Ferrari, the Office of
Resource Planning went into
action July 1
"Our job mainly is to
make sure the University
gets the most mileage out of
the income we have." Dr
Ferrari said

THIS INVOLVES getting
an intricate data compilation of the University's
overall
operations,
analyzing i! and suggesting
ways the University can
function better.
The "veterans' assisting
Dr. Ferrari include Glenn
Van Wormer. assistant vice
president of instructional
planning. Dr Elton Ringer,
associate vice p.esideni of
resource planning; Vivian
Lawyer, human resource
planning coordinator:

Nixon denies asking
Agnew's resignation
4) from poao one
Agnew questions dominated the news conference
The President,
asked whether he thought a
vice president should resign
if indicted, said Agnew's
response-that he won't
resign-" is an altogether
proper one "
The vice president. Nixon
added, "is elected by all the
prople He holds that office
in his own right and the

■'rfflsnwip

■

The vatvr lefhri.tten but wails at the Union for stwdonfi
wishing to register a* local votors at the Board of Elections
Sfenetrod by The Offko of Voter Awareness, the bus will
make trip* from 2:30-4:30 p.m. today and 3:30-5:30 p.m.

Voter bus

Senator tries low-income diet
WASHINGTON |AP) Sen. John V. Tunney ■!>
Calif I has spent most of the
past two weeks thinking
about food
That's what happens, he
told a news conference
yesterday when you have to
eat on $1 25 a day-as many
Americans do
Tunney began Sept 21 a
two-week stint of spending
only II 25 a day for food The
figure was suggested by an
elderly witness at bearings
conducted by Tunney in California on high food prices
Witnesses said that's how
much many retired persons
have to spend on food
"I LEARNED that I don't
like it." Tunney said You
spend almost all your tune
thinking about food.
Tunney. who is 6 feet, 2

inches t.ill and weighed 180
pounds when he began his
experiment, has lost about 6
pounds since he said
He has kept faithfully to
the $1 25-a-day limit, he
said, and may have a little
food left over, "because I
didn't like some of the food
selections chosen by my
press assistant-such as
cheese crackers and onion
sticks."
He doesn t care much for
rice, either. Tunney said,
"but I'll probably hit it
pretty heavy the next few
days because I feel a great
need for bulk "
The senator, who is
separated from his wife, did
his own cooking, an aide
said
"A COUPLE of tunes he
was invited out for dinner,"

Gei Fired Up Por.%J£
UouMTown

the aide said. "Then either
he brought his own food or
his hosts had a special plate
for him

The psychological effect
of his diet has been
enormous, Tunney said

CENTRE

Robert McGeein, space
planning coordinator Roy
Shafer, assisunt to Dr
Ferrari, and Hal Eckel,
director of computational
service*.
"I don't want this to be a
typical
planning office
where they must make out
little reports that don't
affect decision making."
Dr Ferrari said. "They (the
reports) just become dust
collectors "
He explained that the
resource planning team will
work with a "no-growth"
organization

decision as to whether he
should resign is for him to
make "
"THERE IS NOTHING
really that is more harmful
to the rights of an individual
than to be tried and convicted in the press before he
has an opportunity to
present his case and I would
urge all of you to make
your statements on the basis
of all the evidence and not
simply on the basis of a unilateral charge that is made
not under oath..."
The President said he
shares Agnew's concern
about the news leaks and
said he had spoken "in the
strongest terms" to Atty
Gen Elliot Richardsen. who
is investigating the leaks

A.

APPA SlGh

"
*„ (Ml

On sale at UAO ticket office 1st floor Union
and Finder's Records

NEW HOURS
8A.M.-11P.M.M0N.-THUR.
8 A.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT FRI. & SAT.
SUNDAY 10 A.M. TO 7 P.M.

SUB BUDGET COUNCIL

7- 9 To^W Oa 4
■ tare*

Tickets $4.00 and $4.50 reserved

SUPER
MARKET

All applications are due
Mon., Oct. 8

XrtTF

SAVE
THE
NEWS

Joe Walsh and Barnstorm

Applications are Available
for Sub Budget Council
in Room 405 Student Services.

M

for the office is 1153,000
Although the University
will not undergo much
physical-plant growth. Dr
Ferrari said the planning
unit hopes to witness
internal growth as lung as n
improves the University's
operations
This may include the
addition of doctorate
programs or even new
rolleges within the system

Saturday, October 6. 8:00 p.m.
Memorial Hall

lowiam »

■start

THE UNIVERSITY cur
rently is under a 15.000
student enrollment limitation imposed by the state, he
said In addition, state subsidies for operations of state
schools have not increased
in recent years beyond the
point of offsetting inflation
The organizational structure of the resource planning
team already has saved
more than $12,000 by combining planning efforts,
including elimination of
various
secretarial
positions
Yearly operating budgel

BEER BLAST
Sponsored by
Offenhauer Towers
Sat. 9-2 a.m.
Tickets $1 at East or West

Band-Foundation I

Interviews Will Start

from Monroe Mich., Mad Hatter

Tues., Oct. 9.

Pabst on Tap

wocitrr ;,

NOW AVAILABLE

^*®

ON COLUMBIA RECORDS
AND TAPES AT

FINDERS
ART GARFUNKEL

RECORDS AND TAPES

WITH THE FINEST SELECTION AND EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Open 7 Days a Week 10-10 Mon.-Sat. - 12-6 Sunday

FINDERS RECORDS AND TAPES

128 N. MAIN

f?^

I

I
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Deal with rapists as humans-Storaska
Ninety-nine out of 100
answers women receive on
bow to prevent rape do not
work." said Fredric
Storaski Tuesday in his
lecture entitled "To Be or
Not To Be Raped '
Storaska emphasized a
rational attitude toward
rape and suggested women
try to think of a potential

(CifiiTHB'tj

rapist as a human being that
ran be reasoned with.
Rapists are people, said
Storaska, and it is essential
to "treat people as people."
Most women have been
told to carry a weapon when
out alone at night Storaska
says, "There are weapons
that work, but bazookas are
heavy " He emphasized that

HELD OVER!
3rd WEEK
7:30930

and now ihc film...

there are any number of
ways to prevent rape, but
whatever way a woman
chooses to try, it must work.
"All of the martial arts
are good for defense, but
few people are willing to
take the time to study
them, "he said
SCREAMING AND Strug
gling
are often recommended as ways to discourage an attacker Says
Storaska, "Struggling only
serves to excite the man.

Screaming does work SO per
cent of the time, but that's
not
good enough.
Any
method a woman chooses to
use must work..period."
Storaska advocates only
two physical techniques for
rape prevention
If
the
woman is being held from
the front, it is a simple
matter to gently place her
hands on the man's cheeks,
and then use the thumbs to
gouge out his eyes. The
other
method
involves

Honorary accepting applicants
Any female student who
believes she is eligible for
membership in Alpha
Lambda
Delta,
national
freshman
women's
honorary, and has not
received an invitation,
should contact Linda Ogden.
440 Student Services. (3722151) no later than Monday.
Membership in Alpha

Lambda Delta requires a 3.S
or higher point average the
lint quarter of her
freshman year, or a 3.5 or
higher accumulative point
average the remaining first
year.
New members will be
initiated Nov. 11 in the
Grand Ballroom. Union.

New building to be dedicated
The Industrial Technology Bldg

will be dedicated Friday

at 2.30 p.m.. with ceremonies taking place on the building's

gently placing the hand on
the testicle area of the groin
and then squeezing.. hard.
"The beauty of these two
methods is that neither
requires muscle development, and." says Storaska.
"both are incapacitating.''
Storaska said women have
been taught to be afraid of
rape from early childhood.
"When you scare people,
you're killing them with
ignorance," he explained
"IT'S A FACT in our
society that men are
sexually enticed at a much
faster rate than women."

ADULTS $2.50 CHILD $100 NO PASSES

Representatives

of

the

student

body,

faculty

and

administration will present dedicatory remarks, followed
by the contractors making a formal presentation of the
building to Board of Trustees President Ashel Bryan.

Tours of the building will follow the ceremonies.

"IT IS important that the
woman represent no threat
to the attacker
If the
woman can gain his confidence and make him trust
her, she is in a much better
position to escape injury."
Most rapists, according to

Storaska. think women look
down on them. If the woman
can deal with a potential
attacker as a human being,
that alone may be enough to
prevent further hostility on
his part.

Art exhibited at Toledo
Fifteen members from the University School of Art are
showing their work at the Toledo Edison Exhibit Center
during October.
Glass sculpture, ceramic, metal jewelry, prints,
photography and oil and acrylic paintings are being featured
at the center, 300 Madison Ave . Toledo
The display, open weekdays 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.. is free and
open to the public

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copr

I
6
10
It
15
17
18
19
20

south lawn.

JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR

said Storaska. "As men. we
have gained the reputation
of going out and seeking sex
all the tune. That's what you
are dealing with in rape the
weakness in man."
He said men are taught to
go as far as possible before
the woman refuses, but
women
bear
the
responsibility for the sexual
situation.
Even though he does
recommend two physical
techniques, Storaska
stresses the possibility of
preventing the attack by the
woman's attitude.

22
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27
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33
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ACROSS
It.n.kk.'. |.rl
i "in TII Alihr.
I.xiin. i bird.
Hit.pin.ola:
Abbr.
On ■ alanl.
Uproot.
Far Kant capital.
I '|Ni|
Ni for
iiilcher*.
NCO.
Sentence
component.
Sworda.
Ala*kan.
Surre«»ful
treatment.
Annoy.
Bur de la Paix
■troller.
Pre*.
Ancient rarr

63
65
66
67
68

San
I --1. >' r lit
Flubbed.
Novel heroine.
Oriental
notable".
69 Piping.

DOWN
1 Intensified
exclamation*.
2 Rugged rock.
I Melon.
4 Holer'* concern.

5 Net..^
6
7
8
9
10
ll
12

Actor'* in-t nigh,
African port.
(.rrtn.ni article.
Literary form.
Feather -h.fiPicket.
I im in k salt
tree.
13 Officer*" meal,

tracks.
3ft
37
,V*
40
12
43

?» Gen I Fe.i

Spanish cheer.
Affluent.
Here: Fr.
I .'..niv
Dandy.
Like it campfire.

lft Gibraltar'*
|i.'Mill-Ill.I

21
24
25
26
27

46 Clan.
47 Certain TV

Diamond trio.
Telescope part.
Spanish neaport.
Swim canton,
Offend*: Slang.

28 Ship** deck.

*how*.
Contort*.
Helper.
Comprehend.
II irk purplish
red.
56 Former boxing
champion.
57 Porkpie.
Ml Certain mechanical rffectt.

29
30
31
32
35
38
41

Large rodent*.
Region of *pare.
Warning.
Avian abode*.
Cirl'i nickname.
Creeter*.
Con-headed
goddes*.
44 Dance, in France
45 To be, in Paris

»*>
.1
52
53

55 The bird*

48
50
52
53

FroMcaome leap*
Watchman.
Certain elementSuffix having to
do with
language*.
54 Dream: Fr.

56 Greek letter.
"18 Vrnerable.
59 Small bird of
Jamaica.
61
. Lota.
62 One liner.
64 Provoke anger.

by Garry Trudeau
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, October 4,1*7]
The
Intel Varsil) Christian Fellowship chapter
meeting will be held in the Kiver Koom of the Union at
7 30pm
Middle Class Youth presents Heeler Madness and
The Firesign Theatre invading your mind in "Martian
Space Party." this Thursday. Knday. and Saturday, in
room 105 Hanna Mall, at 7 and 9 p m Admission is
only a dollar
The Bowling Oreen School ol Sell IVIense will have a
meeting in room 201 Haves Hall from 8-10 p m NEW
MKMHKKS ENCOURAGED Kor more into call 3527252 or 2-3040
LOST AND FOUND
Lost
White, long hair
kitten. 6 wks old. 2
blocks south of Sam B s
onWocster Call 353 9234
HELP WANTED
Looking for actor to be
T V show host Must be
good at memorization
Male or female, cail
Thurs only WBGl'-TV.
KIM. Dale
Experienced bass player
needed Call 352-5526
Part-lime position, child
sitting and light housework Mon -Fn. 2-5 Will
pay well 352-OU4.
Group or singles
in
terested in entertaining
in Findlay area, weekends, contact Oflice at
Fort Findlav Motor Inn.
201 South Main St 4323431 Ash for Mildred
Waitress needed
wyck
Country
Maumee. Ohio
HM»I

Bryn
Clab.
Phone

Male and temale help
wanted • full and parttime, days and nights
Must be 18 or over Apply
in
person
Rudy's
Hotdogs 699 South Main.
Drivers With own cars
Hourly pay plus mileage
Apply at Mr Ed's Pina
Pub.
Hostess. 9-2 Tues
Fri 352-6332

thru

FRISCHSBIGBOY
175 U.S.-*)
I'EKKYSHI'KU.OHIO
Immediate openings on
both day and evening
shifts, lor waitresses,
hostesses, grill cooks. &
busboy Benelits include
meals, umtorms. paid
vacations, and hospitahzalion plan
Apply in
person to the manager
FRISCH'SBIU BOY
974-79W.

WANTED
Need 1 male student to
share apt Own room
Call Handy 352-6824
Your help tor tutoring
children, working with
aged
Recreation programs for handicapped
children Organizational
meeting. Thurs . Oct 4.6
pm. I'CF. Thurstin &
Ridge
Ph
3527534
Credit for
Ed
Work
Experience
Commuting
partner
needed from Ann Arbor
to BO Call Forisha 3722028
Wanted one bike cheap
Call 352-8742 alter 5 pm
I male to share 4-man
apt close to campus
Call 332-6906

SERVICES OFFERED
Coming this week' LASALLES
COLLEGE
NIGHT
SEE TODAY S
BG
NEWS
FOR

COMPLETE DETAILS

4 30 t mon

Come lo Vatans at 109 N
Main Celebrate their 4th
anniversary

Looking for actor to be
T V show host Must be
good at memorization
Male or temale
Call
Thai onlv WBOU-TV. 2
0121-llale

Like Sailing' Charter .<
22 looter $10 a person or
840 a day 352-7387 or 507
Ed Bldg
Reliable Abortion service
24 hour service
Clinic close to area 1 to
24 week terminated bv
licensed
certihcd
obstetrician
gynecologist
Immediate
arrange
ments will be made with
no hassle Call collect
216-631 1557
DAY CARE FOR YOU II
CHILI)
26
1506
E
V.poster 354-7921
The tact is that all music
groups are not alike
PRIMARY COLORS is
best, but you alreadv
know that For bookings,
call Ken Dinkins. 3545103.
Babysitter-nights
and
weekends
Experience
with
handicapped
children-- 352-0027
CUSTOM
ENGAGE
MENT
RINGS
by
PHILIP MORTON THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaul
PERSONALS
Bad olticials are elected
by good citizens who
refuse
to vote
Registration Bus 2 30-4 30.
Union
PROBLEMS?
CALL
CHRISTUNE
3520379
any hour any nay
NEED MONEY' Cash
paid (or blood plasma
donations
•
weekly
earnings. Blood Plasma
Donor
Center.
610
Monroe. Toledo. Ohio
Phone 255-3535
Use your Black Power,
register to vote today
Registration Bus I'M

Register your discontent,
register to vote today
Registration Bus 2 304 30. I mon
Sig Ep Mud Tug Sundav.
Oct
7.
1 30 Sterling
Farm
Congratulations Jell and
Mary on your Phi Kappa
Psi
engagement'
The
Little Sisses
Sig Kp Mud Tug Sundav.
Oct
7.
1 30 Sterling

Farm.
You won it, now register
to
vote
today
Registration Bus. 2 30-4 30
Union.
Sig Ep Mud Tug Sundav.
Oct
7.
1 30 Sterling

Farm

TOR SALE
New Drawing Table- 835
Single mattress- (15. 3540873
66 LTD Ford. 2-door. PS.
PB. V-8. low mileage.
8650 Call 354-4952 after
500
Full set of NWgolt clubs,
bag.
cart. Panasonic
cassette tape plaver and
tapes 686-4133
66 MGB New engine
brakes,
and
exhaust
system
Ph
352*245
after
5 00
372-2702
before i 00
Yashica
electro
35
camera w case. Garrard
turntable w dust cover
353-3371
73 Camaro LT. 350 V-8
Automatic. PS. PB. FM
stereo w tape
352-5561
or»l-7M0
66 Chevelle Malibu. 283
pwr. pk. 3 speed. Ex-

cellent
transportation
Body needs work Radial
tires,
clutch,
exhaust
system, gas lank, all
new S295 or best offer
Call 372-2863 or 372-2963
anytime
1987 Ford 2-door hardtop
Call 352-6839 after 4 30 on
weekdays
Golf clubs and bag 1969
Wilson
Staff
Good
shape
Must sell
Will
bargain Call Univ Golf
Course.
1968 BSA motorcycle. 500
cc.. excellent. must see.
8700firm. 352-6449.
Turquoise hida-bed & end
table,
good condition

Both 825 352 7275
PANASONIC 8 track car
player
w, FM
stereo
Standard
8 track
recorder deck It 25 tapes
35M36L
Student desk for sale,
great for apt . 352-6811.
66 VW. good condition.
extras 669-4475
61 Chevy Impala. ex.
con PS. V-8. new shocks.
8290 352-7107
69 Chevelle su wag . 6
cvl . std . yellow. 68.000
mi., lovingly cared for
8750. Ph. 353-0131 after 6
p.m.
Nikkromat
Body
or
Nikkromat El Body with
or
without
accessory
lenses Almost new 3722733
69 VW van. blue-while
Great
on
gas.
New
engine, clutch. Findlav.
423-1330. 9 00-7 00 any
weekday
61 Chevy
Pick-up
4
Camper 8400 353-4325
21
RCA color console
TV.
Good
condition
Inquire 352-7219

FOR RENT
Elteciency lo rent on
East Poe Road. 990 a
month. Contact Julie.
373-H43

TWasWy, Octafca* 4. 1*79, Th. M Mawt/N^a 7

100 Jews reach Vienna

Camp continues service
VIENNA (AP) ■ Scboenau
transit camp went on
processing Soviet Jews emigrating to Israel yesterday
as Austrian officials pondered "technical problems"
Involved in their decision to
close the center.

There was no word on
when it will close, but
sources said the government
was unlikely to do anything
concrete until alternative
arrangements are made for
the Jews to move through
Austria.

What those arrangements
will be was anybody's guess,
officials said
About 100 Soviet Jews
arrived in Vienna yesterday
aboard the Chopin Express,
hijacked last Friday by two
Arab terrorists who later
released three captive Jews
and one Austrian in return
for Chancellor Bruno
Kreuky's pledge to close the
camp about 70 miles south of
Vienna.

Ohio EPA to discuss
costs of open burning

Peaceful
ride

The Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency (Ohio
EPA) will conduct two
meetings today at the
Bowling Green High School.
The state's new buring
regulations and their impact
on Bowling ftrecn will be
explained at 4 and 7 30 p m
The sessions will deal with
the economic and environmental costs of open

Fsvr hose man n*or Raodmf, Pa., spend a pleasant availing tolling odvon
of cool breeies os they ride into the setting sun.

SDP to recruit 75 Chicanos
education ."

as a SDP counselor and co-

Maddox said he believes in
the program "The team baa
accomplished a lot of things
for the development of
younger brothers' and
sitters' minds We're willing
to take a stand for minority
students." be said. "The
Siutent Development team
lend* a favor to higher
education It speaks to the
whole need of the student "
Maddux is working on a
masters degree in college
student personnel and is in
his second year with SDP.
"It's strange that
minority education has
gotten to be as big as it is
here-in the middle of a cow
pasture." he said "Bowling
Green is always the
unexpected."
CONSUELO Contreras
Keyes. 24. is tackling a very
specific task For the first
time. SDP has committed
itself to enrolling 75 Mexican-American students for
ihe 1973-74 academic year.
• Not only must Reyes
recruit those students, she is
Will recruiting for next
quarter when she hopes to
enroll about 45 students.
! Presently about 60 Mexican-American students are
bn campus, she said, with
about 80 per cent of them in
SDP
For the number of
t'hicanos in this area, the
humber of students is not
that good." Reyes said.
'. But Reyes knows the territory She grew up in Weston
(about 10 miles from
Bowling Green I and participated in the University's
Upward Bound and Bridge
programs Now she serves

RESEARCH
Thousands ol Topics
$2 75 per page
Send for youi up lo Site. 160 page.

mtK watt ciLiiog Enclose $1 00
lo (O.fl DOS'Jge idfli.HY lime is

I lo 7 d>is>

RESf ARCH ASSISTANCE. INC

11941 WIISHIK BIV0 SUIIt -.'
lOSANGlllS CMIt fMi
12131477 8474 or 477 5493

ordinator
affairs

for

espanic
He questions those who
claim SDP students are
detrimental
to
the
University or its image
"Our students are an asset,
not a liability." Boylan said
They bring a different
background, a different set

A graduate of Defiance
College, she recognizes the
problems faced by Latin
students
"Academically
they may have problems
because of their Spanish."

"It's strange that minority education

taking place even on this
campus-a minority Renaissance." he said. "The students coming in are very
concerned about their history and culture. They are
coming together to develop
their own culture "
Because he was in a tune
of personal transition when
he joined the program in
1971. Boylan said it wasn't

easy to be a white man in a
program for blacks. "Since
then I've grown more comfortable." he said "The
students can accept me
"But I'm sometimes a
little disturbed that the
people on this campus don't
realize the cultural, social
and
intellectual assets
provided by \hi students in
the program. " he said

•DQJVBT XXJ®£Lf

burning A discussion of the
new regulations and a
question and answer period
will be part of each two-hour
session
"We hope that these
meetings will further inform
citizens, local officials and
fire and police personnel of
the open burning situation."
said Ira L. Whitman,
director of Ohio EPA.

CLIP AND
TAPE ON
PHONE
HANDLE

AUSTRIAN police guards
armed with machine guns
patrolled nearby platforms
as the emigrants were
welcomed with the Hebrew
greeting "shalom" by a
waiting Jewish Agency official. The emigrants were
taken by bus to Scboenau

Castle amid strict security
precautions
Jewish Agency off IcUta do
not disclose UN number of
arrivals and dauaiunas at
the camp bat they have
placed the average at 40-1 at
a day.

Normal utocedare It for
emigrants to remain there
as briefly aa possible and
yesterday's arrivals war*
expected to leave for Israel
on an El Al jetliner In M
hours
President Nixon at a
news conference la
Washington urged Kreisky
to reverse his decision,
adding. We simply cannot
have governments, large or
small, give in to blackmail
by terrorist organisations "

352-1411
MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB DELIVERY
i

J

Steak and Ale is looking for outstanding people to work this fall as waiter, and cocktail
hostesses.

FROK

has gotten to be as big as It Is here-

-STEAK

in the middle of a cow pasture."
■Winston H. Maddox
she said
"There aren't
enough of us on campus and
that makes it hard to socialize with each other
and there aren't enough role
models "
HUNTER R. Boylan. 29.
said he wants SDP to be "a
milestone
in higher

of questions and different
experiences
to
the
University It makes the
institution more sophisticated in the long run."
Boylan. assistant director
for academic services and
research, describes himself
as a "believer in the Renaissance man concept. I see it

AT LOUDEN \/lU_£ (XT 13
77?b
ffey AND SteiN i*>

jgy

NO R£FUNP5

RESTAURANTS
OF AMERICA. INC.

AT THE

UAO CfttCJE

Stock Market Club

We offer above average
earnings, flexible hours, and employee benefits.
Apply in person daily from 2-4:30

Steak and Ale Restaurant
(Across from Southwyck Mall - Only 20 min. from BGSU)

First Meeting
Tues. Oct. 9
7:30
Pink Dogwood Suite
- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dtaaer
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Ties, thru Sat.
7:30-1
Sundays 7:31 - 7:00

TIME
Magazine
reports:

lit EAST WOOSTKR
BANUl KTROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

PINICCHABUS
OF CALIFORNIA
Mm linn t Rose, our Pink Chablts is a CS>IINII«
m (Miming Iht dllualt fragrant! of a saprrwr to
mdiichif tharaclir of a fine ChaUis. This sum o m

Q

007 *CJbN

THE VOTER REGISTRATION BUS
WILL BE IN FRONT OF THE UNION
THURSDAY, OCT. 4, FROM 2:30-4:30
ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING VOTER REGISTRATION WILL BE ANSWERED BY COMING
TO 320 WILLIAMS HALL BETWEEN THE
HOURS OF 9-5, OR BY CALLING 372-2047.

»u> IUSI rou«
SMC STUMNl CA»0

iwwxl dilighllul irtalions Mail and hXtW if I
Cdi Vwyini in Modulo. Calif AUokol IJAtfd

"Guilds Pink ChaWis
recently triumphed
over ten costlier
competitors in a blind
tasting among a
panel of wine-industry
executives
in Los Angeles."
l.-nr Maafj/.nr Novrrnbci .'' 19'/ujfc HI

More than a Rose.

I'INK I HAMi IS i>r CA1 If ORNIA

G»Ho Vma-yAvrJi WotMito CjMotn.j

^^^^^f^^^

Coaches comment
on TU-BG contest
ByJarkO'Brexa
Elective S|Nrtt EdiUr

Murphy added the Rockets
have a young but improving
ball club, especially on
defense.
"Offensively, we've had a
good deal of success with the
passing game." he said.
"Our quarterback I Gene
Swick) is a young quarterback with good poise and
maturity for a sophomore.''

Toledo's Jack Murphy and
Bowling
Green's
Don
Nehlen were guests of honor
yesterday at the annual
Falcon-Rocket
pre game
football luncheon at the
Perrysburg Holiday Inn
About
ISO
persons
attended
the
event
sponsored by the Downtown
Coaches of Toledo and the
Bowling Green Falcon Club.
"I expect a good close
football game if we continue
to improve." said Murphy,
the Rockets' head coach

TOLEDO'S running attack
needs
improvement,
according to Murphy. The
Rockets have gained 461
yards
rushing
in
three
games, an average of 153.3
yards per
game.
The
Falcons, behind the running
of tailback Paul Miles and
fullback Phil Polak. have
gained 728 yards in three
outings, an average of 242
yards per contest.
"It's
a
game
which

Tickets

LUO

J*c* J..«

Hi

Plenty of student general
admission tickets are still
available
for
Saturday's
Toledo-Bowling
Green
football game at Doyt L.
Perry Field
Student general admission
tickets are priced at $1 and
can be obtained at the
Memorial Hall ticket office
The office is open from 8
am until noon and 1-5 p m.

DON....

obviously attracts a lot of
attention."
said
Murphy
regarding Saturday's clash
between the two north
western Ohio rivals. "I've
noticed it in the players and
the coaches."
"The team
that can
eliminate errors is going to
win, "be added.
"We've got to stop the
quarterback of Toledo or
we're dead." said Nehlen.
BG's bead coach.
The Falcon offensive line
is young and untested, according to Nehlen. As far as
BG's kicking
game is
concerned,
the six-year
Falcon bead coach said it's
so-so now but it has to get
better
"Defensively,
we're
a
carbon copy of Toledo
We're
little,
small
and
quick, "said Nehlen

Kenny White

Age, experience aid Wallace
Certain brands of ginger
ale are aged seven years in
beechwood vats in an effort
to bring out a vintage taste
which separates it from all
the rest
Falcons' Roger Wallace
has tried the same aging
process but has replaced the
vats with experience and the
results are making him one
of the conference's best
receivers
Now in his third campaign
with the Falcons, the senior
wide receiver is off and
running to probably his best
offensive production since
becoming a regular fixture
in the Bt: offensive unit
After
three
games.
Wallace is one of BG's
biggest
contributors,
latching onto 11 passes for
215 yards of real estate and
one touchdown Not a bad
beginning lor a two-year
veteran who finished last
year with 16 aerials for 242
yards and two TD's
IN
ADDITION to his
sudden
rash
of
pass
reception.
Wallace
has
chugged the ball on BG's
new end-around play for

another 50 yards All of
which
is not
too eyeshocking since Wallace possesses very fine speed He
has been clocked in the 40yard dash at 4.5 seconds
Kxperience probably is
the only possible explanation
for Wallace's quick jump to
prominence 1 say this because he always has had the
potential lo be one outstanding
offensive
performer
The well-proportioned re
ceiver has one of the best
sets of hands among Falcon
receivers At 5'10". speed
comes natural to Wallace
who also has some quick
feet.
Those are
impressive
credentials and they became
even mure important to the
coaching stall after ace receiver Rick Newman suf
fered a knee injury which
lias shelved him for this
year
Tht field generals needed
a complete wide receiver
who was experience plus a
constant deep threat And
with Wallace being the in-

cumbent at that position, he
filled the bill perfectly
PRESSURE NO doubt has
been on his shoulders to
produce with Newman sidelined and junior candidate
Hal Thomas and sophomoreprospect Sherrill Jackson
still learning the ropes
This is where experience
is handy because it gives a
veteran
the ability to
perform well with all the
pressures that come with
being wiser
Another asset Wallace has
is that he was a talented
quarterback in prep school.
When he switched to a receiver during his freshman
campaign many tactics
already were natural with
him like tuning, patterns,
coining back for the football

and
how
to
misuse
defenders
One
of
his
belter
receptions
was
against
Dayton two weeks ago when
he hooked with quarterback
Iteul Lamport on a spec
tacular 61-yard bomb which
exploded into the Falcons
first score.
WALLACE drove right off
the line towards Dayton's
defensive back Don Keeling
Afler depositing a nifty
move on
his grabbing
shadow, he slowed his pace
and came back for the
slightly
under-thrown
pigskin
and
outfought
Keeling for the reception
Right now.
with the
abundance of conference
loes coming around the bend

for
important
confrontations,
preparations
already have been made by
the team to have two guys
eye Wallace all afternoon
But the good thing about
being double covered is that
when two are on one. there
is bound to be a spot open
somewhere in the opposing
defense which creates the
opportunity for one of the
other receivers to shake one
of their defenders
Little
things
seldom
noticed which make a
receiver great always are
not put in the same category
as the great hands or speed
Blocking, running precise
patterns, finessing your defender and drawing double
coverage are little points

St Aloysius
Annual Fall

The BG New?*
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S. Summit

Toledo's Gene Swick leads
the nation in total offense
according to the National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association
t NCAA I
statistics released yesterday
Swick,
a
sophomore
quarterback, has rolled up
an average ol 278 yards a
game, four ahead of his
nearest challenger He also
ranks fifth in the nation in
the passing department

Booters win
After being shutout in the
first half, the Falcon soccer
team came back to beat
Ohio Wesleyan last night. 21.
Ohio Wesleyan drew first
blood as they scored in the
first half. Scoring for the
Falcons were Steve Cabalka
and Dave Dyminski

Kent State quarterback
Greg Kokal is 14th in total
offense and 12th in passing
Bowling Green tailback
Paul Miles ranks I lib
among
major
college
rushers with a 117 3 yards
per game average He also
is tied for third in scoring
with an average of 12 points
a contest.
In team ratings. Toledo
ranks fourth in the nation in
passing
offense on
the
strength of Swick's arm plus
the hands of two receivers.
Don Seymour and John Ross
who were listed among the
top 25 in receptions with 13
The Rockets also are
ranked I lth in the nation in
pass defense, allowing an
average of 68.3 yards per
game through the air.
The Falcons stand 13th in
scoring with an average of
34.3 points per outing

Sat., Oct. 6
4-8

Chicken B-Q Dinner

dumped South Carolina. 1311
Miles scored four touchdowns and rolled up 190
yards on the ground as
Bowling
Green
downed
Western Michigan, 31-20
Toledo quarterback Gene
Swick. the nation's leader in
total offense, got special
mention from the panel. He
passed for 267 yards and ran
for 85 more as Toledo
smashed Ohio University
35-8

SBO
Applications are now available
for vacant Steering Committee position

All applications must be in
Oct. 5 t p.m.
Interviews will be held
Oct. 7 7-9 405 Student Services Bldg.
Applications available 405 Student Services Bldg.

Bee Gee Health Spa
SUMMER'S GONE BUT
IT'LL BE BACK!

Sun., Oct. 7
1-7
Caantry Store, Crafts
Canes. 1S73 Car Raffle

at our spa we have

FIGURE CONTROL ALL YEAR
Masterchaige

BankAmerica'd - Local Financing

Indoor Pool, Metos Sauna. Hydro Spa Whirlpool.

SAUNA

SWIM

Lounge, many Other Extras

Ladies Hours
Mon .Wed.. Fn 9am 9 p.m
Tun. Thurs.. Sat. 830a.m. 1130am
Corner Seventh 6 High Sts.

RELAX

Men's Mouis
Tues & Thurs 12 noon 9pm
Saturday 12 noon 4pm
Mon Wed . Fn 7am 9am

5 TA R T NO W!

Ph. 354-7271

UAO Bowling Leagues
Starts

Type

Mon. Oct. 8
* Mon. Oct. 8
Tues. Oct. 9
* Tues. Oct. 9
Wed. Oct. 10
* Thurs. Oct. 11

MAC tabs Miles
COLUMBUS tAP) • Brad
Cousino. Miami of Ohio's
middle guard, and speedy
Bowling
Green
tailback
Paul Miles are the defensive
and offensive players of the
week in the Mid-American
Conference
The choices, by a panel of
media
personnel,
were
unanimous, for the first
time this season
("ousino was credited with
17 tackles, six assists and a
blocked punt as the Redskins

B(i over Toledo by *
Kelt over Wester. Michigan by 3
Miami over Marshall by 14
Narthwesleru over Ohio by 17
Notre Dame over Michigan St. by 12
Ohio State over Washington St. by 13
Michigan over Oregon by 2*
Alabama over Georgia by 7
Tennessee ever Kansas by 14
Oklahoma over Miami. Fla. by 4

which can make some other
play go
It's also these little bits
here and there along with
experience that has made
the Falcons' No. 84 a feared
man out on the flank
How's that old adage
go...experience is the best
teacher''"

Sat Sun. Oct. 6 & 7

Ham Dinner

Swick leads nation
in total offense

Swami says:

Women's
Couples Dutch
Couples Team
Faculty/Staff
Men's Handicap
Men's Scratch
All Leagues Are 8 Weeks

V0
THf FMtlttONTHCATRI
IN TMf III N[W MM

-i-iJj'JJJ

JVJJJJ

AUJJ

OldtCTIO ■» STCVC GHI MO*

105 Hanna Hall
7»9pjn.
Thurs, Frit Sat
SI 00 admission

Cost: $8.00 per parson ($4.00/ptrson for Couple's Dutch)
* Mew Leagues First Ottered This Year

flp Up ■ MO Oftkt M ftW MM ($1 kftut/ptam)
Havt A Ball-Bowl - Ph. 2-2343

Tim*
6:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:45 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

